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Khaoula Stiti is an architect with 5 years of
work experience in heritage projects. Her research
interest lies in the intersection of participatory
approaches, information and communication
technologies, and patrimonialization processes.

Her doctoral research activity and the conduct of her
thesis are carried out at University libre de Bruxelles,
Belgium, and University of Carthage, Tunisia.
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COLLAeB research unit is part of AIA Architectural
engineering team, BATir department, Ecole
Polytechnique, Université libre de Bruxelles. The unit is
specialized in participatory and collaborative
approaches in the context of built environment in
favour of collective intelligence.

PAE3C research unit is part of LaRPA Heritage and
Architecturology Research Laboratory, University of
Carthage, Tunisia. The unit is specialized in
architectural and environmental heritage studies,
sustainability of heritage and restoration of cultural
properties.
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Topics of research interest of the workgroups 
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I. Research Frameworks
Research context: Ahkili Aliha project 

Ahkili Aliha organizational chart
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I. Research Frameworks
Research context: Ahkili Aliha project 

Interactions between actors of participation in cultural heritage 
(Stiti and Ben Rajeb, 2022) 
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I. Research Frameworks
Ahkili Aliha as action-research project  

Ahkili Aliha

Validate the role of participation and 
information and communication technologies in 
valuing oral heritage to promote built heritage

Action expected and fulfilled by the people  Research question targeted by researchers 

Organize the event of Ahkili Aliha to promote 
both oral heritage and built heritage

Action research project 
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I. Research Frameworks
Theoretical framework: Patrimonialization of Tunisian old cities

Phases and steps of patrimonialization adapted from Youssef, 2018
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II. Research design
Research problem and methods  

To examine the capacity of participation and Information and
communication technologies to promote oral heritage, and therefore,
the promotion of built heritage.

We focus on how intervening in collaborative action research makes
possible and activates the feeling of belonging of participants, allowing
them to retrace the history of the city and better promote the oral and
built heritage.

In-depth documents analysis Participant-observation 

Research problem

Research methods

I. Research Frameworks
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II. Research design
Choice of components of Ahkili Aliha Project 

I. Research Frameworks
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III. Research results

Participation to 
promote the 
collective 

memory of a 
place

Oral heritage promotion for 
built heritage promotion

Participation to promote 
oral heritage 

Research results 

Participation to 
promote the 
individual 

memories of a 
place

Information and 
communication technologies  

and media use to promote 
heritage

Social media Radio 

II. Research designI. Research Frameworks
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Participation to 
promote the 
individual 

memory of a 
place

Oral heritage promotion for 
built heritage promotion

Participation to promote the 
oral heritage 

Research results 

Participation to 
promote the 
collective 

memories of a 
place

Social media Radio 

Visitors exploring the old city during the 
Ahkili Aliha event day

The partners during a participatory workshop

III. Research resultsII. Research designI. Research Frameworks

Information and 
communication technologies  

and media use to promote 
heritage

The van designed for recording the stories (left) and a person telling 
their memories in the box (right) 
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IV. Discussion 
Non-linearity of Patrimonialization process

Phases and steps of possible patrimonialization scenarios 
for the old city of Kairouan

Patrimonialization process in nonlinear representation

III. Research resultsII. Research designI. Research Frameworks
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Steps of exhibition and/or valorization (in green) where participation and information and communication technologies can play a role
to resume uncompleted or suspended or broken patrimonialization process

IV. Discussion 
The role of participation and ICT to resume or restore 
broken exploitation steps in patrimonialization 

III. Research resultsII. Research designI. Research Frameworks
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Underline that the promotion
of the built heritage and
patrimonial sites cannot be
done independently from the
promotion of oral heritage and
other constituents of
intangible heritage

Consider the role of
participation and ICT to
resume uncompleted or
suspended or broken
patrimonialization process at
the level the steps of
exhibition and/or valorization

Contributions of the paper

Highlight the contribution of
participation and information
and communication
technologies ICT in
promoting oral heritage and
built heritage in the context of
collaborative action research

IV. Discussion III. Research resultsII. Research designI. Research Frameworks V. Conclusion
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Analyzing the data collected from the box of
Ahkili Aliha project: the data captured can
represent solid work support for a reflection
on patrimonial values of heritage and their
links with different actors identified

Action Research

Partners and volunteers of Ahkili Aliha project
expressed their interest in making the second
edition of the event in the period of Mouled, a
religious festivity that the city of Kairouan is
known for

Prospects of Ahkili Aliha 
action research project 

IV. Discussion III. Research resultsII. Research designI. Research Frameworks V. Conclusion
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